
Chapter One 

 

The Regularization of Tyranny in Syria: Review 

 

     The ruling authorities in Syria have, throughout decades, practiced all 

forms and shapes of violation of human rights establishing for this purpose 

mechanisms that would allow it to control both state and society. Thus it 

drafted a constitution that fits it perfectly. In addition, it issued exceptional 

laws and modified certain articles in the Syrian law to serve their tyrannical 

ends. Furthermore, it founded exceptional courts and other institutions, public 

bodies, grass-roots organizations for the sole purpose of enslaving land and 

people for good. 

     Concerning the common laws, the martial law is the most outstanding one. 

Under this law, Syria had been ruled for 48 years and 45 days between March 

1963 and April 2011. The declaration of the state of emergency means simply 

that all the common laws are given a back seat and acting solely by a law that 

endows the executive authority with plenipotentiary power for a limited time 

over a specific region or over the whole country. One major requirement of 

the state of emergency is to impose martial laws which are the laws typically 

imposed by military leaders on those territories that fall under their command. 

This, of course, is an extraordinary state the government resorts to at the times 

of crises. Such procedures are normally taken for some time till the threat that 

has called for them disappears. In such state, the executive authority is granted 

wide powers and the head of the executive authority is appointed as martial 

governor of the region to whose command all security forces are subjected. 

Moreover, this governor is endowed with jurisdiction that allows him to 



restrict all personal liberties and refer those who show disobedience to martial 

courts. 

     The emergency law was first introduced in Syria with the advent of the 

French Mundane. The state of emergency was first declared after the 

independence of Syria in May 15 1948 right after what is commonly called 

Palestine's Catastrophe. When the two laws No. 400 and 401 declared the 

martial law in the country for 6 months activated at the date of the declaration 

of it. Later this declaration was followed by a bunch of executive resolutions. 

A year later, the legislative edict No. 150 on June 22 1949 was issued to 

regulate the martial administration in the country. After nearly six years, law 

No. 130 was issued on 8 December 1955 to adjust and complete what had 

been left out in the regulation of martial administration.  

     In the early time of the union between Syria and Egypt, the legislative edict 

No. 162 was issued on September 27 in 1958 to regulate the state of 

emergency. Later, after the disunion, a new emergency law was passed by the 

legislative edict No. 51 issued on December 1962. Under this edict the state 

of emergency was later declared in Syria after the coup d'état carried out by 

the Baath Party on March 8 in 1963. The state of emergency and the martial 

law were declared then by the military ordinance No. 2 issued by what was 

then called "the Revolution Administration Council".  This last declaration of 

the martial law remained active till the state of emergency was terminated on 

April 21 in 2011 when three legislative edicts were issued to end the state of 

emergency active since 1963 by the edict No. 161, the abolition of the State 

Security Supreme Court by the edict No. 53, and the organization of the right 

for pacifist demonstration by the edict No. 54. 

     It is to be highlighted that the state of emergency, that ruled Syria for more 

than 48 years, was neither legal nor constitutional since it was declared by the 



so-called Revolution Administration Council rather than by a cabinet session 

headed by the president of Syria as the law states. Moreover, it contradicts the 

Syrian constitution that was adopted in the early seventies of the last century 

i.e. this state of emergency was inconsistent with even the very constitution 

designed by the Baath Party to fit perfectly its ideological restrictive criteria 

and the coup of 1970. 

    It is also noteworthy to point out that the martial and field courts formed 

during this state of emergency extended their jurisdiction to trying not only 

military agents but also civilians. It is quite significant here to make clear that 

there is no legal text to specify the military authority and jurisdiction under 

martial administration. 

     Tyrannical attitudes and practices had been a general aspect of Syrian 

authorities since March 8 1963. The brutal practices only increased with the 

coup of 1970. Such attitudes and practices had not even been consistent with 

the emergency law since grave violations of human rights and crimes against 

humanity had been practiced. Paradoxically, contrary to any logic –at least to 

the legal logic- the rate of such crimes increased tremendously after the 

termination of the state of emergency on April 21 2011. In a stark violation of 

the international law, the authorities in Syria have committed crimes of mass 

killing against its own people. Such crimes are tantamount to crimes against 

humanity, in addition to their use of all kinds of the internationally forbidden 

weapons, together with other war crimes in a stark breach of human 

international law. These crimes have been crowned by the crime of genocide 

carried out in various parts of the Syrian land and taking many shapes and 

forms. 

    Throughout the last decades of absence of any legal or constitutional 

legitimacy, several exceptional medieval laws have been issued and executed 



like law No. 6 of 1964 called  "Revolution Goals Protection Law" which 

incriminates and punishes all those who stand against the 1963 Revolution or 

resist the application of the socialist system whether in words or in action. The 

above law punishes those people with life sentence or even execution. 

Consequently, special exceptional courts were initiated to activate this law. 

Thus it served as a constant threat to all political opposition and all those who 

might have the nerve to objects to governmental policies including civil 

society and human rights activists. Nevertheless, this law transcends the legal 

principle of trying people for what they do, to include trying them for their 

views, statements and even intentions. The law also contradicts the principle 

of freedom of thought and speech and legal political action. This law, 

however, does not define the actions and statements that are considered hostile 

to the 1963 Revolution goals and to the socialist system; the law was 

intentionally left ambiguous to give the security agencies and the state 

Security Supreme Court a free hand to interpret it loosely to press charges 

against their opponents without any sort of censorship. 

     The other legislative decree known as decree No. 32, issued in 1980, 

granted unlimited authority to the field courts to bring down their opponents 

unlawfully. Later the law No. 47 0f 1980 was issued and it states that all those 

who belong to the Muslim Brotherhood Party be executed. This law was an 

exceptional private law coined right after the confrontation between the 

Syrian government and the Muslim Brotherhood party. It incriminates people 

for their political affiliation even if they do not violate any law. 

     When it comes to the Law of Intelligence Administration and the Law of 

Internal Security Authority, the violations become quite obvious. Article No. 

16 of the Law of Intelligence Administration forbids suing any intelligent 

agent without obtaining a permit from the Head of the Administration. The 



Law of Internal Security Authority links the suit with the resolution of the 

military discipline council of the Ministry of the Interior. Despite the fact that 

the Syrian Government has already signed the convention that forbids torture 

of prisoners, the reality of situation shows that the Syrian Government not 

only encourages those who inflict torture (even if it might lead to death) but 

also provides legal protection to them. 

     In reference to the exceptional courts, we need to consider the legislative 

decree No. 47 of 1968 which ratified the initiation of the State Security 

Supreme Court to examine the crimes of treason, espionage, the crimes 

against the process of socialist transformation, crimes related to disobeying 

the Governor, economic crimes (like monopoly, excessive price rise and 

unlawful smuggling of money outside Syria), standing against the call for 

Arab unity through gatherings, riot and demonstration or encouraging such 

actions; spreading rumors in the purpose of creating turmoil, attacking holy 

places of worship or those who practice their religious rituals; attacking 

headquarters, military establishments, official establishments, public or 

private establishments (including shops, factories, houses and arousing 

sectarian fanaticism or racial and religious seditions. 

     The court was privileged with being in charge of all crimes that come 

within the scope of its distinctive specialization. Thus all the above mentioned 

crimes come within its jurisdiction whether the defendant is military or 

civilian, overlooking all legal or international immunity the respondent may 

have. Moreover, the sentences of this court are immune against all types of 

appeal and can be certified by the martial governor alone. At any rate after the 

State security Supreme Court was cancelled, it was decided to refer all its 

cases ordinary courts. 



     To fill in the vacuum resultant from the termination of the state of 

emergency in Syria, the legislative decree No. 55 of 2011 was issued. This 

decree states that the legal administration and its commissioners take the task 

of investigation, collecting evidence and interrogating suspects provided that 

the span of custody would not exceed 7 days; yet it can be renewed by the 

attorney general according to the requirements of each file separately. Still, 

the renewal should not exceed 60 days. However, the above mentioned decree 

contradicts the new constitution of 2012 whose item No. 3 of the article No. 

53 states that "every person arrested has to be informed about the reason of 

this arrest within 24 hours, and should not be interrogated save in the presence 

of an attorney if the person demands one. Moreover, the arrested person 

should not be held in custody for more than 48 hours before the 

Administrative Power unless this is authorized by the responsible legal 

authority." In actuality the intelligence centers do not commit themselves to 

this item since most of the arrested people's files are not remanded to the 

department of the public prosecutor till months; in certain cases they are never 

remanded. Moreover, the authorities deny the existence of thousand 

kidnapped people in their cells. 

     For the Syrian authorities, all the aforementioned laws were not sufficient. 

So a new court was initiated by the legislative decree No.22 0f 2012. This new 

court was named the Court of Terrorism, created to replace the cancelled State 

Security Supreme Court. Before considering this new court, it is significant to 

refer the Field Court initiated in 1960 by Law No. 109. This court is 

subordinate to the Ministry of Defense, and its board is selected from the 

leaders of military formations during battles to try soldiers who refuse to 

follow orders or escape the battlefield. Such courts are characterized by their 

rapid limited procedures where there is no defense or lawyers, and do not 



commit to the protocols normally involved in lawsuits before the ordinary 

courts of law. The martial governor has enlarged its scope to cover a 

prolonged span of time to consider all the cases referred to it. He has also 

enlarged it to include civilians as well as military agents. The irony here lies 

in the fact that this court is still active, trying and sentencing civilians severely 

(executing them sometimes) even after the termination of the state of 

emergency and the suspension of the martial law. 

     On the other hand, the so-called Military Jurisdiction is specialized in 

considering the crimes referred to in the Military Penal Code (crimes 

committed by military agents in terms of their failing to carry out their 

assignments or refusing to follow military orders and instructions). The 

martial governor has exceptionally enlarged the scope of Military Jurisdiction 

to include all the cases in which there is a military party or even a military 

individual (even if the crime committed has a text in the common law). 

Moreover, the martial governor has enlarged the scope again to cover certain 

cases which have nothing to do with anything military like the crimes related 

to provisioning. 

     Concerning intelligence courts, the martial governor has granted the 

intelligence centers with exceptional jurisdiction to pass sentences on those 

crimes that are not significant enough to be referred to any of the 

aforementioned courts. These courts, however, resemble to a great extent 

those temporary martial courts in terms of their limited procedures and in their 

overlooking of the protocols of law court trials. Thus their sessions are held 

without the presence of attorneys, defense or witnesses, and sometimes 

without the presence of the defendant himself. 

     Lastly, we consider the Court of Terrorism established by the legislative 

decree No. 22 of 2012 to replace the formerly cancelled State Security 



Supreme Court for the Purpose of trying Syrians charged with affiliation with 

popular movement (often called terrorists and armed groups). This court is 

specialized in examining crimes related to terrorism in all the cases referred 

to it by its own prosecuting magistrate. Its scope includes both civilians and 

military persons. The verdicts passed by this court are subjected to appeal 

before a private shape in the court of cassation. However, the verdicts passed 

by this court are not subjected to retrial (according to article No. 6) if the 

convicted person is captured before turning himself in. Moreover, this court 

is not restricted by the protocols stated in the conclusive legislations 

throughout all the stages of pursuit and trial. Many cases from other courts 

have been referred to this new Court of Terrorism. Currently, this court is 

practicing its duty in the Syrian capital city in the same building earlier 

occupied by the State Security Supreme Court. 

      In this way the Syrians are living under the tyranny of this exceptional 

courts besides the common courts which have been no less brutal. Both the 

Military Court and the Court of Terrorist control the Syrians in the area under 

the domination of the Assad forces and the militias loyal to him. On the other 

hand, the rest of the Syrian land is under the control of spiritual courts. 

 


